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Summary:
This paper presents - to my knowledge - the first comparison of comorbidity counts and patterns between randomized controlled drug trials and a primary care database, which is based on an IPD meta-analytic approach. The authors have to be congratulated, as their investigation is related to one of THE key issues in modern health care (whether or not results from clinical trials are applicable to real world patients) and - at the same time - their methodological approach is a novelty and posed an enormous challenge on the investigators.

Major strengths: The methodology is overall well described, it contains information about the source of data, participants, outcomes, and statistical analysis methods. The manuscript is well written in a concise manner, the tables and figures presented are well selected from a large amount of results and the complexity of the study is explained in a digestible way to the readers, which may not always be familiar with the methods applied.

Comments
1. The authors provided a large (and with >100 pages somewhat bulky) supplement with further details about methods and results. I suggest partitioning it into smaller sections, which can be picked up easier (and more specifically) by interested readers.

2. The following information is inconsistent between manuscript, appendix and PROSPERO registry: the manuscript tells about two data repositories of clinical trial data while appendix and registry list three. Although, the exclusion of all trials from the third registry was reported at the supplement on p. 11, I suggest a clarification in the manuscript.

3. The search and selection process of trials as well as of conditions and medications is difficult to understand. What I understood from the appendix is that it was a forward-backward procedure where some of the difficulties with repository data could not be foreseen and procedures had to be adapted (e.g. about the way data are 'held in separate data "safe havens"' (supplement p. 51); about 'redacting of diagnosis' in trial data etc.). Although the authors do not claim to have drawn a systematic sample of
studies, these difficulties should be more recognizable in methods section, as most readers may expect a widely standardized and straightforward methodology from IPD-MA's. Furthermore, the authors presented a novel methodological approach including repository data and primary care data. In particular, I would highly suggest the presentation of a flowchart (or a tabulation) of the search and selection process and its discussion.

4. I missed a more differentiated discussion of certain comorbidities. The authors provided rich results on 22 distinct comorbidities but rather focused their discussion on disease counts. While the latter is a typical measure in epidemiologic studies on multimorbidity, clinicians are more interested in comorbid conditions or patterns of these conditions itself. Where certain (distinct) comorbidities more frequently excluded / underrepresented in clinical trials than others (not explained by low prevalences)?

5. The authors pointed out that not all sponsors share data at all or of all of their studies. Is there any information whether non-sharing of data might have a similar impact on meta-analytic results like a publication bias? If there is no evidence available, what would the authors suggest about further research regarding this potential source of bias?

6. I missed the following information in the manuscript:
   a. Methods, searches: What was the start and end date of searches in the registries / repositories?
   b. Methods, inclusion / exclusion criteria: was a restriction to industrial funded studies a priori intended?, What was the definition of 'new drugs'?, Was the cut-off 'trials conducted after 1990' applied and if so, why was this year chosen?, How did the authors define 'chronic conditions' (did they develop an own list or did they use an existing list)? The authors restricted conditions to 'medical' conditions in the manuscript and to 'medical and urological conditions' in the supplement - perhaps, it would be helpful to avoid these rather broad categories but report the number and names of the included conditions specifically.
   c. Methods, community sample: why was the time span between 1st January 2011 and 1st January 2012 chosen?
   d. Methods, statistics: what was analyzed to compare included trials with other trials not included for several reasons (see lines 171-174) and what were the 'other trials'? This is also important to understand Tables S21 to S24 and Figures S3 and S4 (supplement).
   e. Results, Table S17 (supplement): I suggest presenting this table with the main text (or at least as a separate appendix) and to order and group the trials in accordance with the presentation of the trials in Figure 3.
   f. Results, Figure 3: I suggest to present trial identifiers (identical to Table S17) in Figure 3. The ratios of mean count between community patients and trials vary widely between trials of the same indication. Clinicians may want to identify the evidence, which may be more applicable to their patient with multiple conditions (and can look up trials with higher comorbidity counts presented in Figure 3).

Limitations of my review:
I am not an expert in the statistics applied in this study and do not feel confident to appraise the appropriateness of statistical analyses therefore.

Kind regards,

Yours sincerely, Christiane Muth
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